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Abstrakt 

Výsledná aplikace pracuje s vytvořenou databází, obsahující obrázky jednotlivých rozsivek a 

informace o nich uložené v XML dokumentu. Nad touto databází jsou zajištěny základní operace 

přidávání, úpravy, mazání a vyhledávání. Vyhledávání může probíhat třemi způsoby, a to pomocí 

textových vstupů, obrázkových vstupů nebo jejich kombinací. Algoritmus vyhledávání pomocí 

obrázkových vstupů se snaží najít v databázi co nejpodobnější kandidáty s ohledem na tvar a tloušťku 

schránky rozsivky a na vnitřní strukturu rozsivky jako takové. Toto vyhledávání je nejčastěji 

znepřesněno kvalitou pořízených snímků, či obrázků porovnávaných rozsivek.  

Program obsahuje přehledné a intuitivní grafické rozhraní, jež nám pohodlně umožňuje prohlížet 

stávající databázi a provádět operace nad ní s možností nastavení filtrovacích hodnot při vyhledávání.  

 

 

 

Abstract 

The final application works with the designed database, containing images of the individual diatoms 

and the information about them stored in XML file. The basic operations over this database are 

secured, such as adding, modification, deleting and searching. The searching can be performed in 

three ways, by means of textual inputs, image inputs or their combination. The algorithm of searching 

by means of image inputs tries to find the most similar candidates within the database, considering the 

shape and thickness of a diatom shell and the internal structure of a diatom itself. This search is 

specified mostly by the quality of obtained pictures or images of the diatoms compared.  

The program contains a clear and intuitive graphic interface that conveniently enables us to browse 

the current database and to perform operations over it, contains set up filters for better recognition. 
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Introduction 

U.S. Defense Department is the institution that initialized electronic databases creation. Their massive 

development and usage have consequently led to a replacement of paper card indexes. This 

phenomenon was to a great extent caused by the internet and internet databases development. 

Electronic databases inherited most of the properties from their predecessors, card indexes, in respect 

of utility and the basic operations, such as adding or deleting, data sharing or searching, which all 

together make the work tremendously easier and faster.  

To use searching over an image database may seem to be another step forward when textual data are 

continually stored in the database, however, for its acquiring it is necessary to use appropriate 

recognition algorithms.  

Searching and other operations over an image database are well illustrated by fingerprint 

method in criminology where every single fingerprint provides certain data of characteristics, and 

then these are, having a form of a text, compared with each other by means of programmed 

algorithms. My database of diatoms shall be approached in a similar manner. First of all, it is crucial 

to specify which types of image the database shall focus on (whether microbiological organisms, 

satellite images, fingerprints or text recognition), and recognition methods shall be used accordingly. 

 

The steps of my thesis are divided into following chapters, and they lead me to a development of my 

own simplified database allowing a search based on image inputs.  

 Chapter 1 is dedicated to required application specification, introducing diatoms in terms of 

biology, including classification aspect, and then, as it might be expected, to requirements for 

application‟s function. 

 Chapter 2 deals with designing the application, describing a selection of the most suitable 

database, difficulties accompanied in recognizing diatoms in pictures, and basic GUI 

properties. 

 Chapter 3 presents implementation description, mainly focusing on the database applied, 

classification algorithms applied and their implementation procedures, and finally, also GUI 

implantation is mentioned. 

 Testing of this application takes place in chapter 4, and there is also a review of results and 

comparisons of individual testing (both black and white and color image inputs). 

 Chapter Conclusion presents results attained throughout the work, and my personal 

evaluation of the same.  
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1. Required specification application 

1.1 Diatoms characteristic 

To begin with, we shall define a term in question “diatom”, and so let me quote here a brief 

characteristic in terms of biology which was published in Science Magazine [1] (paragraph 1.1.1). 

Next point is information on their shell shape, which we find greatly useful while designing and 

creating the classification algorithm.  

1.1.1 Brief description of diatoms 

Definition of diatom from [1]: “Diatoms are unicellular, photosynthetic, eukaryotic algae found 

throughout the world„s oceans and freshwater systems. They form the base of short, energy-efficient 

food webs that support large-scale coastal fisheries. Photosynthesis by marine diatoms generates as 

much as 40% of the 45 to 50 billion metric tons of organic carbon produced each year in the sea, and 

their role in global carbon cycling is predicted to be comparable to that of all terrestrial rain forests 

combined. Over geological time, diatoms may have influenced global climate by changing the flux of 

atmospheric carbon dioxide into the oceans.” 

1.1.2 Diatom shell characteristic 

The diatom shell consists of two sides that fit together. Shells are made of silica and their shapes can 

be divided into two major groups: centric (radially symmetric) and pinnate (bilaterally symmetric). 

Due to this fact we may imagine the shell shapes as basic geometric shapes. Their symmetry shall 

also facilitate the process of structure recognition as we will not, while browsing, have to assume 

various unknown shapes but only those recurrent. 

1.2 Requirements description 

Requirements for output application (creation of the database and interface that enable us to manage 

diatoms) can be divided into the following paragraphs. 

1.2.1 Database creation 

The major task of Bachelor Thesis is a database creation. There are not exact limits set out in this task 

requirements, as to what the database shall look like, and so I am quite independent both in the choice 

of the database language and the structure itself. A significant point to adhere to is that the database 

shall be capable of basic operations in respect to individual diatoms, storing their images, and options 
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in searching over it by means of images of individual diatoms in particular. In an ideal case the 

database shall reply in terms of a list of diatoms that are the closest to the image input. 

1.2.2 Creation of classification algorithm 

Next, but very important part of the task, is a requirement for creating a classification algorithm. This 

algorithm shall obtain and compare given parameters of the input image. Based on such parameters 

the classification shall take place.   

1.2.3 Creation of graphic user interface 

The task includes also a requirement for creating a simple and intuitive graphic interface (in C++, 

Java or C# language, if possible) that would facilitate and simplify the use of the program. 

1.3 Use case diagram 

Creation of Use Case diagram is one of the techniques of UML [2]. It shall serve me as a base for the 

project creation, while analyzing and designing the application especially, and it will be useful also 

when testing the application, and last but not least when creating GUI. This particular technique is 

suitable for designing a wide range of applications. 

1.3.1 Description of the use case diagram of our application 

The Use Case diagram for our application is illustrated in Figure 1.3. There is an illustration of this 

simplified database system behavior, and one element is highlighted there, an “actor”, which in our 

case features a system user, and since we do not assume any handling of accounts, passwords or 

anything close to these, the system behavior is entirely up to the user.   
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Fig. 1.1: Use Case Diagram. 

1.3.2 Description of individual use cases 

Description of the individual use cases is illustrated in Figure 1.1. 

Choose database source 

The user can select a database over which intended operations are to be performed. 

Save diatom to database 

The user can save new diatoms and their descriptions in the database.  

Modify diatom in database 

The user can modify the following information: name, genus, location, publication and image. Data 

determined through image recognition cannot be changed by the user. 

Delete diatom from database 

The user can delete diatoms from the database freely. However, the user shall be aware of the fact 

that such data are then irretrievably lost. 

Searching 

The basic operation of searching can be carried out in three forms: by means of textual inputs, image 

inputs, and in terms of image inputs specified by textual inputs.  
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Diatoms info 

The user can view all information on a chosen diatom, both textual and image.  

View similar diatoms 

The user can view all diatoms that posses the same characteristics, whether in respect of a textual 

input or similar characteristics of an image input.  
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2. Application design  

2.1 Database design 

Considering requirements placed on the application we realize that the database is not supposed to be 

for network, therefore any contemplation related to establishing a connection to some server is out of 

question in our case. The database shall be used locally together with the program. Now we realize 

that it would be appropriate for the database to be developed in some noncommercial form since the 

end user will not purchase any further software necessary to run the database. Another appropriate 

point to be carried out is that the database shall be easy to spread, portable and applicable also within 

different programs. When designing the database, another point shall be taken into account and it is 

the fact that it does not contain any relational links, because entire data are encapsulated by an entity 

of “diatom”, which contains all its characteristic information, and only such information is my prime 

interest as a user. For this reason, neither the usage of a relational database nor any creation of ER 

diagram is suitable in this case.  

After considering all these aspects I decide that the most appropriate way to save data shall be, 

for our application, XML format or if you like, the application of a native XML database. [3] 

2.2 Diatoms classification method 

Prior to the very determination of the structure and data about individual diatoms we shall realize that 

these individual images are difficult to obtain, and the same is true about the next step which is 

considering the diversity, such as size, angle and quality of identified pictures. 

2.2.1 Forms considered within individual diatom images 

Various forms of quality in obtained pictures can be found in the database used, as well as on the 

internet. 

Pencil drawing  

This form is fairly common. Being a kind of a detailed sketch pencil drawing highlights certain 

distinctive features and details.   

 Advantages: often clearly outlined, sharp, the most important features are grasped, quite easy 

classification according to the shape 

 Disadvantages: drawings are frequently inaccurate, missing details 

 Example: Figure 2.1 image on the left  
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Microscopic pictures 

This form is rather difficult to access for general public. It is to say that in order to obtain a picture 

such a powerful microscope is needed that is capable to record such a picture. This particular point 

leads us to the main problem related to the nature of diatoms. Owing to the fact that diatoms are three 

dimensional organisms, it is especially difficult to obtain a sharp image of a complete diatom (either 

you focus on the shape leaving the inside structure blurred or vice versa). However, in order to obtain 

a sharp picture it is possible to use special cascading programs which are capable to focus on the 

image. For the purposes of this algorithm development I was provided with several of such images. 

 Advantages: high resolution, illustration of details 

 Disadvantages: often blurred 

 Example: Figure 2.1 image on the right  

2.2.2 Correct image inputs requirements 

Program expects correct image inputs, similarly as in Figure 2.1. 

 

 

Fig. 2.1: Correct image inputs (left: a pencil drawing, right: a microscopic picture). 

Structured image shall contain a diatom 

Program will define the shape and inside structure even at images which contain no diatom at all. 

Therefore, it is necessary to provide only such inputs that contain images of diatoms for a correct 

identification (for example, with a drain grate cover the program would identify a square shape and a 

grid structure, but it does not assume processing such pictures). 

Diatom image distinctness 

A diatom shall be distinct in the picture, in a way that the input image, if possible, contains no 

disturbing elements, such as text or numbers (these can be often seen within pencil drawings and can 

be to a certain extent filtered), image margins (often appear with microscopic pictures, then it is 

advisable to edge a diatom in a picture, thus eliminating the margins).  
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Excessive image noise 

To a certain extent image noise can be filtered. However, if there is an excessive occurrence in image 

noise it may hinder the localization of a diatom in a picture or even cause worse results of the inside 

structure recognition. 

Integrity of diatom in a picture 

A diatom shall be in full in a picture. Should it be the contrary, it may hinder a correct identification 

of its shape. As a result, the process of recognizing the inside structure may be performed over such 

diatom shapes that are different from the input diatom shape. The available provided database 

consists of a few such images, however, they are useless for our purpose. 

2.2.3 Classification according to shape 

Shape identification is one of the essential steps for a correct diatom classification. Based on 

information gathered in Chapter 1, the paragraph on diatom shapes specification (paragraph 1.1.2) 

and the provided images, I decided to classify diatoms in terms of shape into groups according to 

their similarity to shapes (which in most cases grew) Figure 2.2. There are twelve basic groups.

 Structuring algorithm has to be robust in respect of two basic properties of a diatom in a 

picture. These are the size of a diatom (it will edge the diatom shape in a picture, and it shall modify 

its size till it is complete) and a diatom angle in a picture (it shall be capable to identify the same 

diatom shape at various angles). 

 

 

Fig 2.2: Basic recognized shapes. 

2.2.4 Classification according to texture 

One of the basic properties of the object is the segmentation of its structure – texture. The object can 

take various countless textures as it is with the example in Fig. 2.3.  

There are several basic generally known algorithms for texture classification. Whether such 

basic methods are suitable more or less, they are applicable within technologies for material quality 
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recognition, for its consistency, etc. As a rule, however, it is a certain structure that reoccurs, similarly 

as it is illustrated with the structures in Fig. 2.3 (the first two from the left). 

The way of classifying a diatom according to its inside structure is more complicated due to 

the fact that it is limited by a diatom outline (a shell) taking various shapes. On top of that, pictures 

can even, although to a little but definitely not insignificant extent, differ in sizes in terms of the 

recognized texture. At this point mere magnification of a given diatom part and its following 

comparison can be considered, however, doing this we lose worthy information from the other parts 

of a diatom (available only if the texture is integral).   

 For the purpose of our application we search for such an algorithm that is robust in respect of 

color, shape, size and a diatom angle in particular. It would be convenient to use an algorithm that is, 

to a certain extent, capable of using the information obtained within the previous operation of shape 

recognition (for instance, the diatom center identified, its size, etc.). And then, based on such 

information it could be applied some circular recognition derived, to a certain extent, from LBP 

method [4]. LBP algorithm is simple, hardware undemanding, robust, invariant as far as angle and 

exposure to the light, for our purpose apparently the most suitable among general recognition 

algorithms. However, it again examines a texture as a whole, which is inappropriate in our case since 

we need to investigate certain structural extremes within individual parts of a diatom. 

 At the same time it is vital to be aware of the number of obtained data and their storage in the 

database. A compromise has to be reached between the inside structure description as broad as 

possible and the least space consuming way of this description in the database. 

 

   

Fig. 2.3: First two pictures from the left illustrate a reoccurred texture, the last picture shows a varied 

one. 

2.3 Graphic user interface 

GUI is an integral part of the program and it shall provide the user with required data and arrange 

operations over them. While creating this my intention is to carry out the following points. 
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2.3.1 Integral appearance of application 

The appearance of the application is to be simple and integral, colors used there shall be consistent, 

and the individual functional elements shall be logically arranged. This will secure easy movement 

and access to the data. 

 When applying a development environment Visual Studio 2008 and .NET 3.0 Framework it 

would be appropriate to use also WPF technology that leads, through a markup language XAML, to a 

creation of “rich interface for users” (RIU). It is neither necessary nor appropriate to create the whole 

application in this form, but applying this technology by means of some inserted “container” can 

increase the program‟s popularity with users.  

2.3.2 Easy to control 

Frequently used functions shall be easily available by means of certain buttons so that users do not 

have to use any complicated way of clicking whenever they need them. 

In case of delay in the picture processing or data loading the user shall be informed (by means 

of some “progress bar”) that the program keeps on communicating.  

It would be very inconvenient for the user to be surprised by some sudden not prevented error. 

Such events contribute to the user‟s disappointment by the program. 

2.3.3 User error resistant 

Due to the fact that the application contains Latin terms, book titles and various locations of 

occurrence that can be difficult to remember for the user, the application shall prevent the data loss 

caused by an accidental click on a delete button, and it shall inquire at all times whether the user 

really wishes this operation to be performed. Similarly when browsing the database elements the user 

is asked to confirm the selected diatom so that it can be shown, thus preventing any accidental rewrite 

of information on diatom obtained earlier. Taking such options into account will make the working 

much more convenient and more efficient for the user. 
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3. Implementation description 

The implementation was carried out in development environment Visual Studio 2008 Professional 

Edition. There was used a programming language C#, platform .NET framework 3.5 enabling us to 

operate a tool of Linq to XML (section 3.1), OpenCV library (section 3.2) and a wrapper emguCV 

(section 3.3).   

3.1 Description of diatom’s information storing 

in the database 

The created database contains information about 160 diatoms. The total XML database file size is 81 

kb. 

An individual element, a diatom, consists always of a shape attribute that indicate the shape of 

a diatom. Values of this attribute are of two characters, indicating always a number of corners (ellipse 

– 2, triangle – 3, etc. in case of heptagon a higher number of corners indicates a round shape) and a 

letter n (a reminder of an initial design of the application where the individual shapes were to be 

further divided according to the thickness into s-small, n-normal, b-big, however, only n remains and 

further division takes place within the argument of shp as discussed later) of e (which is used only 

once in an ellipse-so 2e referring to the occurrence of a shape resembling the infinity symbol). A 

shape that resembles a circle is marked by letters cn. When the entry contains no image the shape 

attribute has a value of 00. The diatom element consists of 5 more immersion elements where the 

textual information is stored. This includes elements of name, genus, location, publication and img. 

The img element contains an image name (including extension indicating a graphic format) and 

further 26 arguments. The arguments tex1 – tex25 describe the internal structure of a diatom, the 

argument shp specifies the shape of diatom‟s outline. The entry saved in XML format is showed in 

Tab. 3.1. 

 

Table 3.1: Description of an entry structure on a diatom of a triangular shape in the database. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<diatoms> 

    <diatom shape="3n"> 

        <name>Triceratium GENUS Ehrenberg</name> 

        <genus>Triceratium</genus> 

        <location>British Coastal Waters</location> 

        <publication>Norman Ingram Hendey 1964</publication> 

        <img tex1="0" tex2="2" tex3="0" tex4="0" tex5="0" tex6="6" tex7="3" tex8="1" tex9="0" 

tex10="0" tex11="0" tex12="3" tex13="0" tex14="0" tex15="1" tex16="2" tex17="4" tex18="0" 

tex19="0" tex20="0" tex21="1" tex22="2" tex23="0" tex24="0" tex25="0" 

shp="3,50634441053135">abdmw.gif</img> 
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    </diatom>     

    <diatom shape="cn"> 

        <name>Melosira clavigera Grunow in V Heurck</name> 

    … 

<diatoms> 

3.2 Linq inquiry language 

Based on the reasons mentioned in Chapter 2.1 a native XML database has been used for storing the 

information about diatoms. C# language is quite comprehensible to XML documents. There are 

several possibilities of choice as to which inquiry language to select.  

With respect to a simplicity and applied development environment I have chosen Linq inquiry 

tool [5]. It is fairly new inquiry language that facilitates work with the data and makes searching over 

them quick. The name Linq itself includes several offshoots, for instance Linq to SQL, Linq to Object 

or Linq to XML, etc. As a parser of XML database I have selected the Linq to XML, where work is 

facilitated by means of a platform .NET Framework 3.5 and which facilitates work directly over the  

XML file. It is practically a new library representing an alternative to the old DOM library, which 

was developed mainly with respect to internet browser, and consequently taken over by .NET 

framework. This tool uses a similar semantics of inquiries like SQL language, and in addition to this 

it approaches all elements as objects. This is very advantageous for us, especially in order to facilitate 

access to output information at following work (3.2).  

 Linq library secures basic operations in the program, such as view, sorting, browsing, adding, 

deleting and modifying over the entries about diatoms. 

  

Table 3.2: Example of acquiring information on a diatom in case of shapes identity. 

diatoms = from diatom in xml_source.Descendants("diatom") 

               where diatom.Attribute(shape_left[0]).Value == shape_right[0] 

              select new ShowXML 

                { 

               Name = diatom.Element("name").Value, 

               Genus = diatom.Element("genus").Value, 

               Location = diatom.Element("location").Value, 

              Publication = diatom.Element("publication").Value, 

               Img = diatom.Element("img").Value, 

               Texture = new string[]{diatom.Element("img").Attribute ("tex1").Value,… }, 
       }; 

3.3 OpenCV libary application 

One of the things that significantly facilitated work with diatom segregation was OpenCV library 

application [6]. This enabled us to work with both the basic and advanced functions of image 

management (for applied functions see paragraph 3.4.2). 
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This library was originally developed by Intel Corporation, and among its major advantages 

there is the fact that it is a free, multiplatform library with an open code which enables its frequent 

updating. A slight disadvantage can be seen in the fact that the library is being developed for the 

environment of C and C++ languages, and so not for the C# that we selected, therefore we shall find a 

suitable wrapper (Chapter 3.3). 

I applied OpenCV version 2.0 for the program development, and it proved to be more then 

sufficient for my need. 

3.4 EmguCV wrapper application 

Owing to the choice of C# language for the application development, we shall need the so-called 

wrapper for OpenCV library application. In fact it is another library that provides an access to the 

OpenCV library functions for us.  

For the case of my application I searched a certain wrapper that can mediate OpenCV function 

for C# language. Consequently, EmguCV library [7] was selected which is perfect for our need, 

mainly because it is being continually developed, and to a great extent it provides functions known 

from OpenCV. The library is freely available, and most of all it supports the application of OpenCV 

library for all languages compatible with platform.NET (and so also C#). 

3.5 Recognition according to shell shape 

Shell shape recognition is the first step in the comparison process, and after its application only those 

diatom shells are selected from the database which have the same shape, thus reducing a number of 

diatoms over which the subsequent comparison of the internal structure is carried out. 

3.5.1 Image loading and size modification 

In order to carry out the operation of searching over the image it is first of all necessary to modify the 

selected image over which searching is to be carried out, thus unifying acquired information.  

The first modification is locating and edging of a diatom in the image (a diatom should meet the 

principles set out in paragraph 2.2.2). Then, the algorithm determines, after a several basic operations 

(grayscale, thresholding, dilate and erode, mentioned in Paragraph 3.4.2), diatom‟s boundary points. 

Based on these points a diatom is cut out from the image. 

The next step is the size modification in such a way that the size ratio is preserved and the selected 

diatom is displayed in a window with a maximum of 160x160 pixels. This proportion secures 

unifying of diatom‟s shell variations, a fairly simple identification of its shape, and so the consequent 

operations that shall be carried out over this cut out sample will be made quicker.  
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The operations of uploading and size modification take part at three places in the program. The 

first application appears within searching according to an image, the second and third within entering 

and modifying the data in the database. All these operations, if to be carried out adequately, need the 

diatom sizes unification. 

3.5.2 Application of OpenCV functions 

The application of OpenCV library functions was highly appropriate for creating of the recognition 

algorithm. For diatom shells segregation according to the shape I used the following function 

respectively [8], [9]. Individual recognition methods are interlarded with images describing the 

recognition procedure from uploading the concerned image to shape recognition. 

Grayscale  

Due to the fact that for the examination of a diatom shell we are not interested in its color, we need to 

unify colors of color and black-and-white images, thus securing the basic uniformity for their further 

recognition.  

Grayscale function converts the diatom picture into a shade-of-grey image. These shades are 

expressed in terms of brightness values of individual pixels, and their conversion is necessary for the 

next operation‟s application - thresholding. The number of colors is reduced down to 255 shades of 

grey at maximum from the original 16 million combinations of RGB colors.  

Thresholding 

In terms of further unification and easy obtaining of the desired diatom shape it is highly appropriate 

to apply a thresholding function. It converts these values, on the basis of brightness values of 

individual image pixels in the shades of grey (values of 0-255) and the threshold we selected, into 

color values of only black and white (either 0 or 255). 

Firstly I wanted to use local thresholding, because it shows me more details in the picture. 

Consider to quality and noise of the picture I had to use global thresholding. Global thresholding is 

better for my application because by using one threshold value to create black and white picture and 

reduce the noise in whole picture in the same way. 

In our application the thresholding utilization appears with a threshold of 120, it is aimed on 

obtaining detailed outline information even from a blurred picture. Prior to this threshold value 

application there were series of aptitude tests. While within applying lower values some undesirable 

details started to appear, within application of higher ones we were losing some details. This was the 

case with microscopic images in particular. 
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Canny-edge detection 

After applying thresholding it is necessary to detect image edges. While obtaining outline shape I use 

Canny Edge Detector for edge detecting. The advantage of its usage comes, for instance in 

comparison with Sobel Edge Detector, for the fact that the width of detected lines has always the size 

of 1 pixel. This is convenient mainly for the individual outputs and for the subsequent application 

function of dilate of the same threshold. Among other of its typical properties there is accuracy in 

determining edge location, a minimal number of errors and explicitness (one response for one edge). 

Find-Contours Method 

I use this function in order to locate border points of a diatom shell. The space between these points is 

then filled by means of a method of area line filling. 

The usage of this method is based on the fact that it finds an object and determines the first 

point on the outline of this object. The function determines coordinates of this point. Next it browses 

the outline and saves all the points, but not as coordinates any more, it uses the so-called Freeman 

Chain Code [10]. This acquires values of 0-7 and describes a direction where the examined point and 

its follower are located. The process ends as soon as it reaches the starting point on the outline. The 

following function of find-contours converts the Freeman Chain Code into a set of points which are 

represented by coordinates (Fig 3.1). The space between these points is then filled by means of a 

fillpoly function. 

I use this function together with a function erode frequently also when applying the algorithm 

of texture comparison, mainly because of the possibility of restoring the coordinates of all the points 

of the diatom shell outline. 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Freeman Chain Code. 

Area Filling 

In order to fill the area there are two possible functions to be used, a simpler fillconvexpoly and more 

complicated fillpoly. Due to some “out bitten” shell shapes it is more suitable to apply the fillpoly 

function. Its calculation is more complicated, in comparison with a mere filling of the area between 
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an intersection of the halves with diatom shell boundary, due to the fact that the located intersections 

are arranged in line with the axis x and the area between an odd and even intersection point of the axis 

x determines the filled area. Consequently, the searching inside the filled area takes place top-down, 

being, however, out of our interest because we determine the area to be filled only between the 

boundary points. 

Erode 

This morphologic method is carried out over a binary image. It works as follows: at each of its 

iteration the top layer is removed from the object in the image. This top layer is the difference of 

original binary image and the image on which this function was applied within a single iteration. 

I use the function erode in my program in order to reduce a diatom outline which I obtained by 

filling in of the border points which were obtained through the function findcontours. I set the number 

of iterations to 11, as this number appropriately reduces the outline and eliminates inaccuracies in the 

outline leaving it without any corruption (in case of heptagon especially). In the Fig. 3.2 on the right 

there is erode application together with the canny-edge detector into the left image.  

 

 

Figure 3.2: Application erode and canny-edge. 

Dilate 

This function is basically the very opposite of the previous erode function. 

I apply the function within 2 iterations. It facilitates emphasizing all the lines in the image, the outline 

lines in particular. I apply this after using the Canny-edge function. With this there might occur, with 

some images at some points, a loss of the outline integrity, and this is the time for the dilate function 

which can to a certain extent smooth these errors (fill this discontinuity). 

Goodfeaturetotrack 

This method [11] is designed to locate the most significant point in the image. Its application is 

suitable for tracing, determining the movement in the image, mainly because of focusing on the 

significant image points that could easily be compared in the image where a given object moves. This 
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method would be certainly useful also for determining the significant points of a texture, provided 

that the noise, density and clumps of points were taken into account. 

 The algorithm default uses the Shi-Tomasi method of edge detecting [12] (similar to Harris 

detector), where it modifies (simplifies) the determination of the value R (3.1), and which gives us a 

degree of a corner presence in the image. The values λ1 and λ2 defines smoothness of the environment 

around the examined pixel. Based on these values it is selected the least one, and in case both values 

are high enough there is a high probability that the pixel under examination is significant (there is an 

edge). Every pixel is assigned this value R and the highest value is saved.  

 

R=min(λ1,λ2)  (3.1) 

 

After identifying values R only those pixels are selected whose value R is higher than the value that is 

given to the assigned threshold to the major pixel R. Consequently, in these following values the 

values are filtered according a parameter value which determines a number of major points. Then 

there is also an input parameter, by means of which it is possible to determine the distance between 

the points. 

 The application of this method with appropriate parameters on the image showing a shell 

outline of a diatom is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Goodfeaturetotrack method‟s application (the green points constitute an output of this 

function). 

3.5.3 Detection of diatom dimensions in the image 

By means of the knowledge of edge points locations, known from canny-edge detection, it was fairly 

easy to identify the center of these points, and then also the diatom center. The subsequent 

identification of the point of the longest and the shortest distance from the center shall facilitate a 

detection of the diatom shape in more details (width, length). 

The operation of a diatom center locating and the subsequent detection of the individual edge 

points do not only provide us with detail determination of width and length. It serves also as a filter of 
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the points which the function of OpenCV library provided - goodfeaturetotrack. For our purpose it is 

necessary to know the maxima (the most significant points of the diatom outline, which will be 

provided by the goodfeaturetotrack method). Therefore, we detect the average distance of all the edge 

points from the center, and discard all the points of the goodfeaturetotrack function whose distance 

from the center is shorter than this average distance (Fig 3.4). The resulting number of points is 

passed onto a final diatom shape determination (Paragraph 3.5.4). 

 

 

Fig. 3.4: Filtering of points based on the shortest and the longest distance of the edge points from the 

center. 

3.5.4 Determination of diatom shell shape  

Based on the values apparent from the previous chapter, or based on the points left, we determine 

whether we deal with a shell shape resembling an ellipse, infinity symbol, triangle, rectangle, 

pentagon, hexagon, heptagon or a circle. 

Based on the information as to diatom parameters we can further specify. Since we know the 

shortest distance we are able to determine, by the longest and the average distances, whether we deal 

with a shell resembling a thick ellipse or a thin one, the same about a triangle, or whether a rectangle 

is of a square or a star shape. Certain tolerance is set up in the program which can be covered by 

values of some shape, however, it should include only slight variations. This is again due to a quality 

of the compared images. 

All these aspects help us to select diatoms for eight categories, subsequently specified by the 

ratios of the longest side to the shortest side into the shapes known from the application design from 

Paragraph 2.2.3.  

3.6 Recognizing according to texture 

Prior to the texture comparison itself or the internal structure characteristic of a certain object, the 

point necessary in our program is the application of operations for unifying the resolution, size and 
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color scale of the textures compared. The application of these operations serves as a base for the 

subsequent comparison which would in other case lead to an increase in inaccuracies of comparison. 

3.6.1 Modifications applied prior to recognition 

Because of the different quality, shades of gray intensity and noise of the available images, this 

chapter is one of the most significant for comparison within our image database. 

 The information the image contains are often very difficult to obtain, or inappropriate for 

further comparison. Such mistakes can lead to a wrong internal structure determination, and 

consequently to wrong results. First of all before each comparison the following steps are carried out: 

Size unification  

The compared image is transformed into a unified size. I use the same resolution that was obtained 

already with the shape comparison 160x160 pixels. This resolution is maintained in respect to the 

number of details, images and speed of comparison.  

Color balance 

Modifying the color histogram that is applied on an input black-and-white image extents the number 

of shades of grey used into the entire range of grey (255 colors). This is very useful for highlighting 

of the significant point of the image, and to a certain extent also for suppressing the insignificant parts 

(some of the noise). 

Properly selected threshold for thresholding 

Thresholding application is necessary for the monochrome colors unification, and for suppressing less 

significant parts of the diatom‟s internal structure in particular. As an extreme example of its 

application we can assume Fig. 2.2 in whose inputs I need to find a match. I use its application mainly 

in order to highlight the extremes for further comparison, in terms of bold lines, lines and cut out 

segments. 

Removal of separately occurring points  

It helps to highlight the significant lines and reduce the insignificant noise within the internal 

structure. A simple matrix filter is applied onto the image that gradually rewrites all separately 

occurring black points, substituting them with white points. 

3.6.2 Recognition algorithm application 

The recognition algorithm I used puts emphasis on meeting the requirements of the design, mainly 

with the invariance as to the angle, shades of grey, implementation simplicity, and to a certain extent 

also on noise resistance. 
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 Prior to the application of the comparison algorithm all candidates bearing a similar shape are 

selected. These candidates are then filtered by means of the ratio of the longest and the shortest 

distance of the diatom outline from its center. This reduces the number of results, since the similar 

diatoms have to be approximately of the same shape and texture at the same time. 

 The application of the recognition algorithm itself works as follows. First of all, it is 

determined how many processes of erosion can be applied on the filled image outline until it entirely 

disappears (the filled outline was obtained in the course of the shape recognition process). This 

number is divided by five and by this ratio it is gradually eroded. The findcontours method is applied 

after each erosion and this returns the coordinates of all points on the diatom outline.  These points‟ 

coordinates are applied on the original image where the histogram modification and thresholding 

were applied (Fig. 3.5). White spots (white points adjoining each other) are searched for within these 

values, and their numbers are recorded in the database. To be specific, these are spots with occurrence 

of 1, 2-5, 5-10, 10-15 and more than 15 white points next to each other. This all is performed in five 

cycles. 5x5 values are recorded into the database one after another. They describe the extremes in the 

individual spots of a diatom in terms of the number of these white spots occurrence. 

 Resulting 25 values describing the internal structure are compared with each other in the 

course of the search, and the presence of certain distinctive features is checked, for example a dot 

density, number of lines, empty spots, etc. Due to comparing over the database of images of a various 

quality it is often necessary to generalize widely the comparison rules, which can be useful in one 

situation but inappropriate in the other.       

 

 

Figure 3.5: Gradual erosion of a diatom outline and data obtaining about a texture in terms of 25 

records in the database. 
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3.7 Final GUI and applied controls 

For the implementation of the graphic user interface I have selected a classic forms interface which 

can be comfortably interactively edited within the VS 2008 environment. The forms interface is 

logically divided into several sections. Graphics of the individual sections and the entire application is 

unified in color, suggesting better orientation within the program. (Fig. 3.6) 

The first section includes a “container” where a WPF (Windows Presentation Foundation) 

technology component is placed (using .NET Framework 3.5) [13]. This component involves wider 

options in terms of its appearance and interactivity than the classic Windows Form (using .NET 

Framework 1.0). The section shows all the diatoms uploaded from the XML database by means of the 

ListView tool. The individual components that are displayed here are in alphabetical order (by their 

names), graphically modified and completely editable by means of the buttons add, remove and 

modify a diatom. 

The upper right section includes options of searching over the database in the way that was set 

up in the design, both according to a text (name, genus, country of occurrence, 

publication) and according to an image or a combination of these options. In case of an incorrect 

input a user is warned by a pop-up error message.  

In the course of the shape comparison process there is a possibility of an error occurring due to the 

lack of integrity of an input, inaccurate shape or noise in terms of an added text, and these could lead 

to a diatom texture determination over a wrong shape. And this is the reason for an additional 

rollbar, where the users can, in case they encounter some difficulties, select the shape. 

For generalizing of the results of the texture comparison there is a rollbar included, containing 

numerical values, and by selecting them we can modify the tolerance threshold of a match in internal 

structure comparison. 

A diatom that you wish to search is displayed here by means of a tool PictureBox, and it is always 

edged and always of a modified size.  

The lower right section consists of information about the individual diatoms that are being 

searched, whether found by means of a search button or by those indicated in the database (in 

Listview tool). Even a diatom image can be viewed here, provided that it is uploaded in the 

database. Such an image is edged no more, but only its size is modified for the window of 160x160 

pixels. This window displays only a rough quick preview, and in case it is a wish of the user, it is 

possible, after clicking on the button, to view the image in its original size. 

DatagridView tool shows other diatoms that are similar to the image or have the same textual input. 

 The application contains also the menu in the upper section, and within this there are 

functions divided into sections and encapsulated, being available by means of the buttons in the 

program screen. In addition, it contains also an option of database selection or help display. 
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Figure 3.6: searching example; left – the database uploaded, upper right– the searched diatom with 

texture filter intensity 6, middle right – information about the diatom found, lower right – next 

candidates. 
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4. Application testing 

With regard to the programming language applied, the application is designed for Windows operation 

systems. 

Program compilation has to be carried out separately for 32 and 64 bit system due to some classes of 

the EmguCV library. The testing was performed on many computers and its rare recommend to use 

OS Windows 7 (pictures are shown corectly and system is ready to use our program imediately). Our 

test show‟s two computers, both with Windows 7, but using different vision of architecture and also 

with bit different hardware parameters.  

First computer used a dual-core processor Intel with core frequency 2GHz, 2GB RAM, 

operation system Windows 7 Professional (64 bit version), .NET framework 3.5. 

Second computer used dual-core processor AMD Athlon X2 with core frequency 1,8GHz, 

1GB RAM, operation system Windows 7 Profesional (32 bit version), .NET framework 3.5. 

 

However, the number of cores is not so crucial for our testing since the application uses only 

one. A possible improvement can be seen in applying the PLINQ library instead of LINQ, because 

this is able to search over the database in a relatively simple way and engage more cores into it in a 

way that each searches a part of the database.  

4.1 Searching according to textual inputs 

Program manages basic operations of searching, adding, modifying and deleting over the database. 

The searched textual inputs are entered into textual fields designed for this purpose, and based on the 

number of inputs the outputs are specified (filtered). The user has to enter the exact name of the 

searched term, otherwise the term will not be found. 

In order to help the users to orientate there is a panel displayed on the left side of the 

application that contains all the diatoms in the database, in the alphabetical order by a diatom genus. 

After indicating the diatom in this panel the user can view all related information to this one.  

The information on the searched outputs is listed in sequence of their occurrence in the 

database. 

4.1.1 Fast of textual input searching 

In the table 4.1, there is an illustration of a term search (this involves only one word, not an image) 

over the database, and the speed of its search by means of using the computers with different 

hardware and software. 
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Table 4.1: Speed of searching the textual input in the database. 

Computer 

(section 4.1) 
Input word (genus) Amount of outputs Searching speed (s) 

Computer 1 
Campylodiscus 19 

0,059 

Computer 2 0,063 

Computer 1 
Stictodiscus 4 

0,048 

Computer 2 0,055 

4.2 Searching according to image inputs 

160 images of different diatoms that are included in the database were used for the application testing. 

These images are, after being added into the database, automatically added into the directory with the 

database. 

With the search by the image input, the recognition is carried out over the image following 

three criteria – shape, thickness and texture respectively. An image input can be, as it is with pure 

textual inputs, specified by a textual input (e.g. image + genus).  

4.2.1 Fast of picture input searching 

In the table 4.2, there is an example of picture search. During the parsing of shape and the struction of 

diatom are the main informations stored into texutral array and the array is comparing with other 

arrays in the database. You can see, that the bigger part of time take‟s the picture structure and shape 

parsing, than the going through the database. 

 

Table 4.2: Speed of parsing input picture and searching the input in the database. 

Computer 

(section 4.1) 
Input picture 

Texture 

filter value 

(max 14) 

Amount 

of 

outputs 

Searching 

speed (s) 

Parsing picture 

speed (s) 

Computer 1 

 

10 3 

0,22 2,97 

Computer 2 0,24 3,54 

Computer 1 

 

10 2 

0,26 2,29 

Computer 2 0,32 2,78 
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4.2.2 Image input searching example 

For the simple test of the application the Fig. 4.1 was chosen. Based on the previously set out criteria 

the application will attempt to search the most similar candidates.  

 

 

Figure 4.1: Example of the searched image input. 

 

After loading the image and clicking the search button, a triangle was recognized at first and all 

triangle shaped images were obtained from the database, and consequently the ratios of the sides were 

measured as to where there is a certain tolerance which we shall stay within. In our case the number 

found out was 2,138, and the condition 4.1 was applied (comparison of the diatom shell thickness 

with a diatom of a similar shape in the database). 

 

|(the input image ratio – image ratio from the database)| ≤ (input ratio/4)  (4.1) 

 

Finally the texture was recognized and compared with the outputs left. In our case in the Fig. 4.3 we 

can observe the netted texture of fairly large meshes, spreading over the entire surface of the diatom, 

and this is the internal structure we search. The texture filter searches the number of match in the 

image structure (up to 15), with each zero match nothing is added, or in case of a large mismatch a 

number 2 is subtracted from the number of attained match. This filter can be set up even manually. 

 

To illustrate this I present Table 4.3, where the course of image search in the database is shown, as 

well as the number of obtained candidates and their filtering. 
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Table 4.3: The course of the candidates obtaining in the database for the diatom in Fig. 4.3. 

Images from 

database 
shape 

Shape thickness 

(shp_source = 2,138) 

|(shp_sorce-shp_db)| 

<= ¼ shp_source 

Texture matches 

(maximum 14) 
Results 

 

3n 2,374 8 

average 

posibility to be 

corect output. 

(first you must 

set texture filter) 

 

3n 2,197 0 
No posibility to 

be corect output. 

 

3n 1,517 
comparison 

unrealized 

Comparing 

stoped becouse 

of missmatch in 

thickness of 

diatom. 

 

3n 2,138 14 

High posibility to 

be corect output. 

(no filter set) 

 

3n 1,873 14 

High posibility to 

be corect output. 

(no filter set) 

 

5n 
comparison 

unrealized 

comparison 

unrealized 

Comparing 

stoped becouse 

of missmatch in 

the shape of 

diatom. 
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3n 1,913 13 

High posibility to 

be corect output. 

(first you must 

set texture filter) 

 

After finishing the search the best available candidates were returned to us, as in Fig. 4.2. These 

candidates meet the shape, as well as the criteria of the sides ratio and the texture of the maximum 

filter available. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 are showing the same diatom called Triceratium favus Ehrenberg. 

Triceratium favus Ehrenberg is the last diatom in table 4.3, it shows us, that using of texture filter 

fiction is suitable during the structure recognition. 

 

  

Figure 4.2: Returned outputs for Figure 4.1. 

 

The diatom that meets the shape and texture, but not the side‟s ratio, can be seen in Figure 4.3. 

  

 

Figure 4.3: Inappropriate diatom with a texture suitable for the texture in Figure 4.1. 

4.3 Potential errors within comparison  

It may occur that the outcomes under comparison will not be similar to the input image. This can be 

primarily caused by the incorrect image recognition or by generalizing at the comparison of the 
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internal structure especially. However, the program contains means that can prevent, to a certain 

extent, such errors. 

4.3.1 Error in shape recognition 

This can occur mainly due to insufficient image quality, or the noise in terms of some added text. It 

can occur also under such circumstances where the shell shape in the image does not resemble any of 

the basic shell shapes (for instance, a shell that resembles most likely a chubby heart – it is neither 

circle nor ellipse, so finally the shape is identified as a triangle). 

4.3.2 Error in texture recognition 

The algorithm is based on the fact that diatoms may involve several basic texture types which it seeks 

to find. These textures can be combined with each other, thus attaining more options. Among the 

basic recognized textures there are for example chequer, dashed, white spots etc. due to the image 

quality the values have to be often considered (for example, the density of dashes). Such 

generalization broadens the possibility of a diatom location, but at the same time it gives a chance to 

other structures.  

Wrong exposure can lead, in case of diatoms of a circle shape in particular, to an incorrectly selected 

threshold in the thresholding method, and consequently to a wrong recognition of the internal 

structure. 

4.3.3 Filtration values set up and results specification 

The function of the specification of the shape and texture involves responses to a big number of and 

quality of the diatom being recognized. At the same time they contribute substantially to the 

applicability of the program. The set up of the filtration values is easy and intuitive concerning the 

user.  

Shape recognition 

The program always lists which shell shape it recognized, or possibly it returns an error note, 

announcing that the shape was not recognized. In case you are not satisfied with the recognized shape 

there is a possibility to enter the shape manually, both at the time of saving into the database and at 

searching over it. This will enable and help a proper continuation of the recognition. 

We have to remember here that as another filter of outputs, after shape recognition, there is 

comparison of the ratios of the longest and shortest sides applied which, in case of a wrongly 

recognized shape (mostly due to poor image quality), returns even incorrect values of the diatom side 

sizes from the center. So even after the manual shape selection, the situation can occur when the 

output is different in shape or none (more likely). 
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Texture recognition 

The program allows a tolerance of differences occurring within the internal structures comparison, 

based on the intensity selected by the user. Primarily, the filtration values are set up for the most 

detailed recognition possible. The user can select the recognition intensity starting from the filter of a 

complete match to the least match possible. The less numeric value of the filter is the more general 

comparison becomes, and the more results are returned. However these results do not have to be 

similar in texture. 
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5. Conclusion 

My efforts in this thesis were to illustrate the procedures and difficulties that I applied and 

encountered while designing the program that combines the image recognition together with the 

operations with the database.   

All the requirements of the task have been attained - the application operates with the diatom database 

over which it is capable to perform the fundamental operations, and next the recognition of diatom 

images and the search of appropriate candidates are secured. The application was designed in a way 

that takes into account the number, variety and quality of diatom pictures, and it enables to store the 

information on diatoms without images, and facilitates a quick search, improving the quality of this 

by means of the possibility of its manual configuration. 

Perspectives of further development of the application are broad, ranging from specifying the texture 

analysis, and using the parallelization in the search over a xml file, to a modification into a server 

application which clients, who do not possess such an extensive image database, could connect to.  

The entire application is designed in English, including the comments on the source code. 
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Appendix A  

CD content 

 Source codes of the program - Diatoms_DB/ 

 Compiled program - Diatoms_DB/bin/Debug/ 

 Images of diatoms - Diatoms_DB/bin/Debug/db/ 

 XML database file - Diatoms_DB/bin/Debug/db/xml_database.xml 

 Text of this bachelors thesis (pdf) - bachelors_thesis.pdf 

 Text of this bachelors thesis (doc) - bachelors_thesis.doc 
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Appendix B  

Program control  

Program was developed in Visual Studio 2008 under OS Windows 7, for testing and using please run 

it under Windows 7 OS. Directory with compiled program also contains necessary opencv and 

emgucv libraries. 

 

Description of buttons and basic functionality of the program. 

   

Main form (Fig. 3.8) 

Main buttons 

 Load image – load image, which you want to search for in database 

 Search – search for image or image and text in database 

 Search text input – search for text in database 

Other buttons 

 Clear inputs – clear text and image inputs 

 Fullsize image – show me the image in full size 

 Mark in db – show me founded diatom in database 

 Next – show me the information about next possible diatom 

 Previous – show me the information about previous possible diatom 

Database buttons 

 Add diatom – add new diatom to database 

 Modify diatom – edit information about  current diatom 

 Delete diatom – delete current diatom 

 Show current diatom – show all information about focused diatom 

Menu 

 File 

o Load image 

o Search diatom 

o Exit – close the program 

 Database 

o Add diatom 

o Modify diatom 
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o Delete diatom 

o Change database – change the database source file 

 Help 

o About the program – few basic information about me and the program 

Search filters (combo boxes) 

 Change shape – if the shape isn‟t, or is bad recognized 

 Tf intensity – change the intensity of texture filter (good to use it – if intensity value is 

 set to none, then all diatoms with this shape are shown) 

 

Add/modify form 

 Load/change image – load image, which you want to recognize and save to database file 

 Add/modify diatom – save all information from form to database (name of the diatom 

  must be filled, name must be unique) 

 Cancel – close the form 

Search filter (combo box) 

 Change shape – if the shape isn‟t, or is bad recognized 

 

add form 

 

 

modify form 


